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To address the first problem, we consider detecting multiple WM signals in a WRAN when UWB users want to use this spectrum and propose a singular value decomposition (SVD) based algorithm. To verify the better performance by using the suggested approach, simulation results by comparing to the traditional methods will be shown. For the second concern, a pulse-shaping scheme under the limit of a power spectrum density algorithm will be proposed. In a cognitive environment, the re-design of pulses should be agile enough and easily reconfigurable. Furthermore, to avoid interfering with the primary system, the transmission power o f UWB should be considered.
Detection of weak primary signals in a cognitive radio network

Basic assumptions and problem formulation
Several methods have been suggested to detect WM signals. In (Mossa & Jeoti, 2009 ), a cyclostationary filter is proposed to grasp the existence of WM signals and to estimate their frequency locations. Obviously, such database dependent methods can not adapt to the dynamic signal detecion. (Lei & Chin, 2008; Wu et al., 2009) proposed beacon based methods for wireless microphones but these put the onus on many already-deployed incumbent wireless microphones. (Zeng & Liang, 2009; Unnikrishnan & Shellhammer, 2007) investigate the method based on eigenvalues of received data matrix when a WM signal is present but can not solve the multiple WM signals detection in a wideband cognitive network. To the best of our knowledge, the literature of wideband spectrum sensing for multiple WM signals is very limited. Actually, it is inevitable that multiple wireless microphones appeared simultaneously. Furthermore, performing wideband spectrum sensing can improve detection efficiency and maximize the opportunistic throughput (Quan et al., 2008) . (Kalke, 2005) estimated that about 25,000 licensed wireless microphones are utilized by recording studios of TV broadcasters, organizers and performers in concerts and theatres, commentators in sports events, film production crews and government agencies. To avoid interfering to each other, these WM signals must operate in different center frequencies with enough guard bandwidth. To detect multiple WM signals in a wide bandwidth, (Lim et al., 2007) suggested to use a cyclostationary filter with a filterbank to detect every sub-channel which is divided from the wide sensing spectrum in advance. If a conventional energy detector is used, the sensing process has to include two steps: coarse sensing and fine sensing. The former step determines the presence of WM signals and the latter step is required to decide which channel is occupied (IEEE 802.22 working Group for WRAN, 2006) . Obviously, the system complexity and sensing periods will be greatly increased by using traditional methods to sense WM signals in a wideband spectrum. In our work, we propose a singular value decomposition based algorithm to detect multiple WM signals in a CR network which can sense a wideband channel consisting of multiple narrowband channels. After performing SVD on the received data matrix of a wideband spectrum, the presence of WM signals is detected by comparing the singular values with a prefixed threshold and the number of WM signals can be determined at the same time. Then, the WM signals are approximated and the center frequencies of these WM signals are estimated. Consequently, guard bandwidths will be set on the two sides of the primary WM signals and CR users can still work on the other spectra within the sensing bandwith without interfering with the primary wireless microphone users. The detection threshold and probability of false alarm are derived and simulation results confirm that our method is very effective and robust to detect and estimate multiple WM signals in a wideband spectrum. In (Unnikrishnan & Shellhammer) , it is pointed out that most wireless microphones use analog frequency modulation (FM) and a WM signal occupies only 200kHz. Specifically, most energy of a WM signal is contained in an only 40kHz bandwidth (Notor, 2006) . However, IEEE 802.22 draft requires the sensing spectrum is at least one channel (6, 7 or 8MHz), and hence the proportion which a WM signal occupies is below 3%. Based on the above analysis, s(t) can be modeled as a summation of multiple single-tone cosinoidal signals as
where A k , f k and  k respectively denote the amplitude, center frequency and phase of the kth WM signal and P is the number of WM signals in the sensing spectrum.  k can be modeled as a uniform random variable over [0, 2) 
SVD based approach to detect and estimate multiple WM signals
In this section, we will present the SVD based method to detect the presence of WM signals and to estimate the number and center frequencies of these detected WM signals.
Technology to detect multiple WM signals
SVD plays an important role in signal processing and statistics, particularly in the area of linear systems. For a time series r(n) with 1, 2, , nN   , commonly, we can construct a Hankel matrix with M = N -L + 1 rows and L columns illustrated as follows:
(
then R is an ML matrix. Its elements can be found by substitution of r(n)
Using the SVD, R can be factorized as
where U and V are an MM and an LL unitary matrix, respectively. (Teh et al, 1995) that the relationship between the number of dominant singular values K and the number of single-tone cosinoidal signals P has the form as K = 2P, therefore, threshold  can be adopted which is the ratio between the first singular value and the (2X+1)th singular value. That is to say, if the following equation is true, P WM signals can be declared to be present as
and the expression of  will be derived in Section 2.3.
Technology to estimate the center frequencies of multiple WM signals
Once WM signals are detected to be active in the sensing channels, the center frequencies of these primary WM signals need to be estimated such that a guard bandwidth can be www.intechopen.com
Detection and Avoidance Scheme for DS-UWB System: A Step Towards Cognitive Radio 241 retained and CR users utilize the other spectra to improve spectrum efficiency. Next, we will present the frequency estimation technique by using SVD.
After P WM signals are detected to be active, the data matrix R in (5) is the superposition of the WM signal space and AWGN space and R can be partitioned into two subspaces as follows
and 2122 (, , , ) (Rife & Boorstyn, 1974) as the frequency estimation of the WM signal which has the maximum power
where |.| is the absolute value operator, max(.) operator means k 1_max is the k 1 th sampling point where |Y[k]| obtains its maximum and f s is the sampling frequency. By applying equation (12) and (13), the center frequency of the WM signal which has the maximum power can be acquired. Following the similar step, we can obtain the approximate center frequency for the jth WM signal as
and
www.intechopen.com
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where k j_max presents the k j th sampling point corresponding to jth peak magnitude. From the above analysis it can be concluded that this estimation algorithm is easy to implement since only FFT is required. By using FFT, the efficiency of frequency estimation can be improved greatly. Another, the inaccurate knowledge of P will not affect frequency estimation. If P is under or over estimated, then fewer or more frequencies will be estimated than the true number. Rife and Boorstyn pointed out that when SNR is high enough, the true frequency has a high probability lies in the range (Rife & Boorstyn, 1974 )
In summary, the SVD based detection and estimation algorithm consists of the following steps:
Step , 1982) , where N is the number of sampling points and k is the number of dominant singular values. In our work, k = 2P.
Step 2. Arrange the received signal vector r to form a Hankel data matrix R as (5). Then compute the SVD of R and obtain all singular values of R.
Step 3. Calculate the threshold  =  1 / 2X+1 (X = 1,2,…) and compare the ratio  1 / 2X+1 with the predefined threshold . If  1 / 2X+1  , the WM signals are determined to be present and the number of WM signals can be derived by P = X. Otherwise, no WM signal is declared to be active. The derivation of  will be explained in Section 2.3.
Step 4. If P WM signals are declared to be present, compute R S then arrange it into a data vector y. Apply FFT on y and consecutively find the number of the point k j _ max at which the k j th peak amplitude of the FFT is approached.
Step 5. Obtain the estimated center frequency of jth WM signal by using (12 15).
Theoretical analysis and determination of threshold
In this section, we will derive the threshold  and probability of false alarm P f .
We denote R S (ML) and R U (ML) as the Hankel matrix of WM signals and an AWGN signal, respectively, such that R U ~ N p (0, ) where p is the dimension of R U and  is the covariance matrix. Since the power of WM signals is usually very low, the distribution of R S +R U can be approximated as N p (0, ). According to (Zeng & Liang, 2009; Johnstone, 2001) , we have the following three theorems: Theorem 1. Assume M/L  1 and N is large enough, the largest singular value can be approximated as
Theorem 2. Assume M/L  1 and N is large enough, the largest singular value follows the following distribution
where  and  are called a center constant and a scaling constant and they are defined as www.intechopen.com
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F 1 is the distribution function of Tracy-Widom distribution of order 1 which has the form as
and q solves the Painlevé II differential function (Johnstone, 2001) . Theorem 3. The distribution of rth largest singular value (r < L) has the approximate distribution as
where c M,L is an empirical constant. Based on the above three theorems, as a result, P f can be presented as 2  12  1  12  1   222  2  2  2  21  1  21  1   2  2  2  21  2   2  2  2  21  2   2  2  2  12  ,  2   2  2  ,2  2   1 ,2
Hence, for a pre-determined P f , the required threshold  can be represented as
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Simulation results 2.4.1 Simulation parameters
Since it is difficult to derive the accurate closed form expression of  and P f , we need to resort to simulations for evaluating the performance of our approach. We consider the spectrum of interest is three consecutive channels which means the sensing bandwidth is 18MHz. We assume that three WM signals are distributed on this 18MHz bandwidth and their SNRs are same. The signals are firstly down-converted into baseband and filtered by a baseband filter with bandwidth 18MHz. And then, these WM signals have the center frequency of 2.4MHz, 8MHz and 14.2MHz, respectively. The selected sampling frequency f s must be larger than the Nyquist frequency of the WM signal which has the highest center frequency and in our simulation f s should be larger than 28.4MHz. To find the threshold , we require the probability of false alarm is P f = 0.1. To evaluate the performance of frequency estimation, we define the mean estimation precision for the frequency estimation as
where  j f and f j are the estimated jth center frequency and the jth (j  3) true center frequency, respectively. To investigate our proposal, we compare our simulation results with a conventional energy detector whose threshold has been given in (3). It has been shown in (Tufts & Kumaresan, 1982) that when the column number L in a Hankel matrix satisfies the inequality 2P < L < N  2P, we can obtain the correct or approximately correct estimation result. However, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been seen that the optimal L theoretically, moreover, the optimal L is different in different cases. In our work, the simulation results show that satisfying 2P < L < N  2P, different L has no significant impact on the system performance and frequency estimation. In our work, without specific explanation, the sampling frequency is selected as f s = 36MHz and we select L = N/5 as the column number in our following simulations. Fig. 1 shows simulation results of the probability of detection (P d ) vs. SNR when the proposed SVD based method and a classical energy detector are used. To investigate the effect for different WM signals, we show simulation results for the single WM signal with a center frequency of 2.4MHz and multiple WM signals, respectively. From this figure we can conclude that the detection performance can be improved greatly by using our method, especially for the single WM signal. For example, for the target P d of 90%, a 4dB improvement can be obtained than an conventional energy detector by using the proposed approach for a single WM signal. For the multiple WM signals, an improvement of 2dB can be attained compared with the conventional energy detector. To evaluate the performance of the detector, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are illustrated in Fig. 2 when SNR is -12dB for the single WM signal and SNR = -10dB for three primary WM signals. We plot the P d under H 1 against P f under H 0 when P f changes from 0.001 to the desired 0.1. We can observe that the ROC curve of our algorithm is much higher than that of the energy detector for both the single WM signal and multiple WM signals which verifies the better performance of our detector. To study the robustness of our algorithm, we first compare the P d of our SVD based detection method under different column number L when three primary WM users operate simultaneously. Fig. 3 depicts the simulation results when L = 3N/4, N/2, N/3 and N/5, respectively. From this figure we can observe that although different L is taken, a good detection probability can be achieved with very slight difference. Then, we compare the P d of the proposed approach under different sampling frequency f s . The used sampling frequencies are 24MHz, 30MHz, 36MHz and 48MHz, respectively. Among these frequencies, 24MHz is lower than the Nyquist frequency of the WM signal whose center frequency is 14.2MHz. From  Fig. 4 we can conclude that with the changing of f s , the probability of detection shows very slight difference. Even for the f s = 24MHz which is lower than the Nyquist frequency, a good P d can be obtained which proves that our method is robust for different sampling frequency. To investigate the estimation performance of the WM's center frequency, we plot the mean estimation precision  in Fig. 5 and 6 when L and f s change. From these two figures we can see that the proposed frequency estimation method is very effective. For example, for the f s of 36MHz and SNR = -10dB, the absolute error of the worst estimation is within 10kHz. Whereas, a nearly perfect frequency estimation can be obtained for f s = 36 and 48MHz when SNR = -10dB. In Fig. 5 , an obvious result can be found that  gets better with the increase of f s . This is feasible since it is more possible to find the jth magnitude when the sampling rate is larger. However, higher f s means a higher requirement for the system complexity. As a result, a tradeoff is needed to consider between system complexity and a satisfying . Figure   5 also proves that the estimation precision can be degraded severely if a f s lower than the Nyquist frequency is used. Fig. 6 presents the mean estimation precision  when f s = 36MHz and L = 3N/4, N/2, N/3 and N/5, respectively. From Fig. 6 we can conclude that the difference of L has no significant impact on , especially when SNR is higher than -12dB. 
Simulation results and analysis
Conclusions
In this part, we proposed a SVD based approach to detect and estimate multiple WM signals in a WRAN when a UWB system wants to use this spectrum. After perforimg SVD on the received data matrix, the presence and number of these WM signals can be detected and their center frequencies can be estimated. Consequently, guard bandwidths are retained to protect these primary users and the other detected spectra are available for the CR users. Simulation results prove that our method is simple and robust and it is especially suitable for detection and estimation of WM signals in a wideband spectrum sensing.
Detection and avoidance scheme based on orthonormal expansion
As well known, UWB technology is divided into two distinctive groups. The first group, known as multi-band UWB (MB-UWB), divides the entire UWB band into many sub-bands, with each sub-band being allocated a sinusoidal carrier. The DAA scheme mentioned above originates from this multi-band way of using UWB spectrum-each time a sub-band is detected being interfered, the carrier allocated for it is turned off. The second group is known as direct sequence UWB (DS-UWB), which, unlike the first, typically adopts a singleband transmission and depends entirely on varying pulse shapes to fit given spectrum masks; therefore, it is relatively difficult to turn on/off individual sub-band. A question is thus raised: Can the spectrum of the single-band DS-UWB be soft? To answer this question, let us first investigate the currently proposed DS-UWB pulses: Rayleigh monocycle, Cubic monocycle, Gaussian monocycle, Gaussian doublet (Benedetto et al., 2006; Benedetto et al., 2004) , high-order Gaussian derivatives (Win, 2000) , modified Hermite polynomials (Ghavami et al., 2001 ) and so forth. The finding is somewhat discouraging-all of them feature fixed spectra. Used individually, they are not soft at all. Then, can the combinations of them be soft? As addressed in (Benedetto et al., 2004) , a group of Gaussian derivatives have been linearly combined to generate an aggregate pulse that yields maximum spectral capacity. Such a combination adopts random-search optimization method, in the sense that a large number of combination coefficients are randomly generated and the resulting combinations are evaluated. The combination that has minimum distance to the targeted spectrum mask is picked up as the optimal combination. This optimization method demands a huge number of iterations before finding the optimum. The converging time varies from situation to situation, so the linear combination methods are something between fixed and soft. Moreover, cognitive UWB devices need to design and re-design the pulses on the scene of communication instead of having them preset or fixed in factories. In cognitive environment, the re-design of DS-UWB pulse must be agile enough and easily re-configurable. To this end, we propose a soft-spectrum-based detection-and-avoidance algorithm for the single-band DS-UWB systems. The algorithm adopts a co-basis expansion method, in the sense that the well-known Hermite-Gaussian functions (HGFs) are used to constitute a common basis for both the time and frequency domains. The co-basis has twofold advantages: First, it yields the pulses directly from expanding the given soft-spectrum masks in frequency domain, so the pulses can conform to arbitrary spectrum masks. Second, the co-basis (that is, the HGFs) can be digitalized and built into matrices, such that whenever a new soft-spectrum is sensed or discovered, its expansion by the co-basis is as simple as matrix multiplications. As a result, the algorithm is really soft, low complex, always convergent, and agile enough for cognitive purpose.
The establishment of the soft-spectrum mask
The criterion for the design of DAA pulses is the ruling of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), namely, the FCC's power emission mask (FCC, 2002) , which ranges from 3.1 to 10.6GHz with power limit P max =−41.3dBm/MHz. Within the allocated UWB band, other radio systems such as IEEE 802.11a or HiperLan has already been in operation. For cognitive purpose, the DS-UWB radio must be aware of the existence of such primary systems before transmission and automatically avoid the frequency bands in use by primary users. In the design of the DAA scheme for DS-UWB radio, our emphasis is placed on the side of avoidance. In order not to digress our focus, we leave the side of detection to reference to well-established spectral estimation methods in literature, for example, the multi-taper spectral estimator that performs fast Fourier transform (FFT) and threshold inspection (Haykin, 2005; Welch, 1967) . Before transmission, the DS-UWB radio senses the ambient radio environment with a detecting unit. Upon detecting an in-use sub-band, it calculates the 10dB-bandwidth of the sub-band and marks the sub-band as forbidden. In a recursive manner, DS-UWB radio sweeps the entire UWB band and records all the forbidden subbands. After the sensing process is over, the UWB radio establishes a soft-spectrum model that conforms not only to the FCC mask but also to the real-time radio environment. The soft-spectrum model so-established can be expressed as 
where I=[3.1GHz, 10 .6GHz], and I s represents the union of the forbidden sub-bands.
The relationship between the soft-spectrum and the frequency response
The DS-UWB radio is by nature a spread spectrum system, whose transmitted waveforms can be characterized as follows (Ye et al., 2004) ,
where b k is the kth data bit with duration T b ; T c is the chip duration; N c is the spreading factor (that is, T b =N c T c ); is the jth chip of the pseudorandom code; p(t) is the pulse waveform. Through substitution of variables Eq. (27) can be simplified as:
where
The autocorrelation function of s(t) is given by (Proakis, 2003) 
where r dd (•) represents the autocorrelation function of the information sequence {d i ∈{±1}}; r pp (•), the autocorrelation function of the pulse. Correspondingly, the PSD of s(t) is given by
which indicates that the PSD of the transmitted waveforms depends not only on the frequency response of the pulse, P(f), but also on the PSD of the information sequence, R dd (f), and on the chip duration T c as well. However, since the sequence {d i ∈{±1}} can be viewed as an uncorrelated random process with zero mean and unitary variance (Benedetto et al., 2004; Ye et al., 2004) , that is, r dd (l)=δ(l), and R dd (f)=1, the autocorrelation function defined by Eq. (30) and the PSD defined by Eq. (31) can be further simplified respectively as follows,
and 2 1 () ()
By substituting Eq. (26) into Eq. (33), we obtain the frequency response P(f) of the transmitted DS-UWB waveforms that conforms both to the FCC mask and to the ambient RF environment, such P(f) we refer to as soft-spectrum mask, namely ( 
3.3 The establishment of a co-basis for both the time and frequency domain The frequency response given by Eq. (34) is inherently an energy signal and can be uniquely expanded by orthonormal functions that span the signal base. But, an ordinary expansion does not suffice here. In the design of soft-spectrum-based DAA pulse, we need a common basis for both the time and frequency domains, that is, a co-basis. With this co-basis, the well-known orthonormal expansion method will do wonders for the design of pulses, yielding the waveform of the pulses (time domain) by expanding the soft-spectrum in the frequency domain. Hermite-Gaussian functions (HGFs) constitute ideally such a co-basis. The HGFs are combinations of Hermite polynomials with a Gaussian function, as written as follows (Ozaktas et al., 2000) ,
where H l (•) denotes the lth order Hermite polynomial. The generation function for Eq. (36) is 22 2 (1 )
Note that the HGFs defined by Eqs. (36) and (37) are slightly different from those defined in classical mathematical textbooks-here, they are -scaled, so that they turn out to be the eigenfunctions of fractional Fourier transform (Ozaktas et al., 2000) . In other words, because the HGFs are -scaled, they are shape-invariant to fractional Fourier transform (Ozaktas et al., 2000) , that is,
where denotes fractional Fourier transform (FRFT) operator; , the corresponding eigenvalues; , the order of the FRFT. The FRFT is a generalization of the ordinary Fourier transform with an order parameter . The -th order fractional Fourier transform is the -th power of the ordinary Fourier transform operation. When =−1, the corresponding FRFT operation is exactly the ordinary inverse Fourier transform. Under such circumstance, Eq. (38) becomes
which indicates that the HGFs are shape-invariant to the inverse Fourier transform except for a phase shift. This nice property makes the HGFs constitute a common basis for both the frequency and time domain. To emphasize this, we introduce two normalized variables u and µ in place of the natural frequency f and time t. The relationship among them will be addressed later on.
where n is defined on the interval equating to 2u H times the support of the co-basis, namely,
Let . The length of the resulting sequence {p[n], -K/2≤n≤K/2} is then K or (K+1) depending on K being even or odd. Let us take it as K for easy discussion. Putting Eq. (52) in matrix form and denoting C={c l , 0≤l≤M−1} where C is given by Eq. (47), we obtain
where P={p[n], −K/2≤n≤K/2} represents the pulse; E is an M by M diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements {e ll } equating to the unitary complex values { } ; H, U and S have been defined previously; Ф is an M by K matrix with the l-th row representing the (l-1)th-order scaled-and-discrete HGFs . We comment that the resultant P from Eq. (54) is a complex-valued sequence: Its real part is even, known as the inphase part; its imaginary part is odd, known as the quadrature part. In other words, P is a complex baseband signal, and consequently its generation needs two signal branches (one for the inphase and the other for the quadrature) (Reed, 2002) .
Detection and avoidance scheme
In essence, the pulse P given by Eq. (54) is a sum of two quantities, each involving a series of matrix multiplications. The matrices H, E, and Φ are known a priori, keeping unchanged throughout the DAA operation. The row vector U represents the entire UWB band, keeping also unchanged. Therefore, the minuend in Eq. (54) is a constant sequence, which only needs to be computed once and then stored in the read-only memory (ROM), whereas the row vector S represents the sub-bands in use by primary users, and it may keep changing under a cognitive environment. Therefore, the subtrahend in Eq. (54) requires to be updated corresponding to the changing radio environment. Obviously, matrix multiplication is a dominant operation. To reduce computation burden, the product is pre-computed and stored in ROM, so P only needs to be updated by computing the product of the row vector S (1 by N) with a matrix (N by K). Accordingly, the DAA scheme can be devised as follows: DAA scheme (as illustrated in Fig. 7) Initialization: Input A, u H , N, H, E, Ф, and U. Compute product and store it in ROM . Compute and store in ROM the intermediate matrix .
Detecting:
Sense the ambient channel and take samples during some quiet period. Perform FFT computation and multi-taper spectral estimation (Haykin, 2005; Welch, 1967) . Inspect the power emission level and make decision according to a prescribed soft spectrum policy. If a subband is in use by a primary user(s), mark it as forbidden. Repeat detecting until the entire UWB band is swept.
Avoiding:
Build row vector S according to the following criteria: Let the amplitude of the forbidden sub-bands be equal to one. Let the amplitude of the other sub-bands be equal to zero. Insert smoothing curves at transitions from one to zero to prevent Gibbs phenomenon. For the first scenario, the PSD of the resulting pulse is illustrated in Fig. 8 . As expected, the pulse occupies the entire regulated DS-UWB band. Raised-cosine curves have been inserted to smooth the transitional edges of the spectrum vector U and S, so the out-of-band ripples are ideally suppressed. M=48 N=2048 avoid two sub-bands Fig. 9 . PSD of the DAA pulse avoiding two sub-bands on which primary users are operating Fig. 9 illustrates the PSD of the resulting pulse for the second scenario. As expected, the DAA pulse forms two 15dB deep valleys around the two sub-bands in use by the assumed two primary users, effectively avoid interfering the primary users. The pulse waveforms for the second scenario (for simplicity, the waveforms of the first, which is similar to the second, is left out) is shown in Fig. 10 . As seen, the pulse consists of two parts: The real part (on the top) is even, and the imaginary (on the bottom) is odd.
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The autocorrelation function, as given by Eq. (32), of the DAA pulse is illustrated in Fig. 11 , in which the narrow main-peak suggests that the DAA pulse is sensitive to time jitter, possibly more sensitive than an ordinary pulse, this is the price to pay for DAA. In multi-user or multi-access situations, the DAA pulse works in a similar manner as in a general DS-UWB spread-spectrum scheme. So the performance for multi-user or multiaccess under DAA operation is guaranteed by the performance of the pseudorandom or pseudo-noise (PN) sequence assigned for differentiating multi-users. Therefore, the crosscorrelation properties of the DAA pulses are out of concern here.
Complexity
The suggested DAA algorithm involves mainly matrix multiplications, for which the dominating operation is complex multiplication. Three factors dictate the total number of multiplications: first, N--the number of sampling points for performing numerical integration; second, M--the dimension of the co-basis; finally, K--the length of the resulting sequence representing the transmission pulse. The unchanging part P requires roughly K(MN+M+N) complex-value multiplications and thus consumes most of the computer time. Given N=2048, M=48, and the resultant K=64, the complex-value multiplications totals 6,425,600 in the simulations. However, the P only needs to be calculated once, so it does not represent the real computational complexity. On the other hand, the changing part P´ requires to be updated frequently, but its computational time is reduced to NK because the intermediate matrix ( ) has already existed; therefore, the real computational complexity is (NK), totaling roughly 131,072, roughly equivalent to 0.1 second if the digital signal processor embedded in the UWB radio operates at one million instructions per second. The amount of time does not vary regardless of the central frequencies and bandwidths of the sub-bands in use by primary users-as opposed to the changeable computational time in the linear combination method addressed in (Benedetto et al., 2004) . Therefore, the DAA algorithm has predictable and managable processing delay, and is robust in real-time communications.
Conclusion
Detection and avoidance, as a cognitive radio scheme, has been proven effective for multiband UWB group. The basic idea underlying the DAA is turning off individual carriertone on the interfered sub-band. However, coming to direct-sequence UWB, a competing technology group with the multi-band UWB, this idea of turning off tones ceases to be true because shutting off any sub-band would mean to re-design the pulses all over again. In a cognitive environment, the re-design should be agile enough and easily reconfigurable. To this end, we devise a DS-UWB-oriented DAA scheme by emphasizing the side of avoidance (that is, the re-design of the pulse) while de-emphasizing the side of detection by referencing the well-established spectral estimation methods in existing literatures. We propose a domain-less co-basis expansion method in the sense that Hermite-Gaussian functions are used to constitute a common basis (co-basis) for the time and frequency domains. One advantage of the co-basis is that the transmission pulses are directly obtained from the expansion of given soft-spectrum masks, so the resulting pulses fit into arbitrary spectrum masks. Another advantage is that the co-basis functions (that is, the HGFs) are discretized, built as matrices, and stored in ROM, such that whenever a soft spectrum is sensed or discovered, the DAA-enabled pulse is generated by merely matrix multiplying. The amount of computational time is thus trivial, and the redesign of the pulse can respond quickly to a rapidly-changing soft spectrum. The algorithm can be implemented through software defined radio (SDR) techniques.
